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Description:

A tale of enormous suspense and growing horror, The Fox in the Attic is the widely acclaimed first part of Richard Hughess monumental historical
fiction, The Human Predicament. Set in the early 1920s, the book centers on Augustine, a young man from an aristocratic Welsh family who has
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come of age in the aftermath of World War I. Unjustly suspected of having had a hand in the murder of a young girl, Augustine takes refuge in the
remote castle of Bavarian relatives. There his hopeless love for his devout cousin Mitzi blinds him to the hate that will lead to the rise of German
fascism. The book reaches a climax with a brilliant description of the Munich putsch and a disturbingly intimate portrait of Adolph Hitler.The Fox in
the Attic, like its no less remarkable sequel The Wooden Shepherdess, offers a richly detailed, Tolstoyan overview of the modern world in
upheaval. At once a novel of ideas and an exploration of the dark spaces of the heart, it is a book in which the past returns in all its original
uncertainty and strangeness.

A curiously compelling novel set mostly in and near Munich in 1923. Compelling because it recalls the place and time where Hitler first attempted
to seize power. Curious because most of the story is told through the eyes of an English upper-class twit—first in his stultifying home base deep in
Wales, then in the batty castle keep of his Bavarian relations.Entitled and educated but maximally naïve, Augustine was barely too young to be
hamburgered in the Great War. Mass amnesia masks the terrible wounds of the war, as the English people pretend to be contentedly going about
their business. Augustine meanders around his family’s remote holdings for over a hundred pages before fetching up in Germany, where an entirely
different psychosis rules. The aristocratic Bavarians live under the pretense that Germany didn’t lose a catastrophic war a few years before. The
upper class is delighted that violent right-wing agitators are forcing a streetfight to the finish against the socialists. The line is thin between the upper-
class enablers and the street-smart thugs, who include an odd young veteran who resembles a wind-up doll when he unleashes his mesmerizing
oratory. Hitler forces his way into the forefront of the “beer hall putsch,” which fails, sending its leader on the lam. A brief interlude inside the mind
of the future dictator is disturbingly effective.Meanwhile, back in the castle, Augustine is totally unaware of politics, even as his hosts play their part
in events. He is smitten with the daughter of the house, Mitzi, who is smitten only with God. Above, in the highest ramparts of the castle, lurks a
maniacal intruder—and the mysterious title character.Richard Hughes’ prose is masterful, a chapter-by-chapter treat, and his historical insights
overcome the confusing structural oddities of the novel.
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